MI map calculated based on angular SPR
In this glass /metal/enhancement layer/water structure, the optical properties of each layer are described as dielectric constant, j permeability  j and thickness h j . The transverse magnetic (TM) He-Ne laser with a fixed wavelength of 633nm illuminates the glass/gold interface. SPR exhibits as a dip in the distribution curve of reflection vs incident angle. At each interface, the light goes through transmission and reflection, which is based on Fresnel coefficients. The MI on the SPR was extracted and mapped with both real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index as shown in the following.
Figure S-1. MI maps based on angular SPR with the excitation wavelength at 633nm for the thickness of gold film is 30nm, 40nm, 50nm, 60nm and 70nm respectively.
Peak absorption extracted from OD measurement
To reduce the uncertainty caused by the procedure during the gold film deposition, each chip was calibrated first by its own reflection illuminated at the electric field set to be perpendicular polarization (transverse electric, TE), at which no SPR can be excited and provide a reference spectrum of the illumination source as I 0 . Then the excitation was set to be a parallel polarization (transverse magnetic, TM), in which the SPR occurs shown with a typical dip in the spectrum, as I. The OD was calculated based on these two spectrum and recorded in real times shown (c), with the equation (1) 
